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Part 1
Treasure of Lemon Brown:
A:
1. (iv) Play basketball
2. (iii) he knows the door is open
3. (i) Blues singer

4. He thought his father might not understand why he went to meet
Lemon Brown when he should be studying math. / He thought his
father would be angry at him for spending the day with such a
strange person. / He was afraid his father would say something
negative that would ruin the experience for him. / He was
embarrassed
to tell his father that Lemon Brown had made him love and appreciate
his father more.

Thinking skill: Cause and Effect
5. He wants to teach him a lesson about the importance of family relations. / He
gets the feeling Greg is having problems at home and he wants to get Greg to
appreciate his family./ He wants Greg to understand that treasure is not
necessarily money or gold, it is something that a person considers to be
important to them.

C. A Summers Reading:
11. Greg likes to go the park because… that is the place where he goes to
dream about all the things he would like to have./ he can go there and forget about
his problems and failures.

12. ii- lied about reading books
13. i- He is ashamed that he is not working
14. ii- the neighbors are nice to him

15. Thinking skill: Inferring/Cause and Effect

George goes to the library at the end of the story and counts off 100 books
because he realizes that his lies have gotten him nowhere. He now understands
that the only way he will get respect from Mr.Cattanzara, his family and his
neighbors is to actually go and read all of the books he lied to everyone about. He
realizes that without an education he will not achieve any of his goals.

Part III

16. Thank you M'am
The connection between the quote and the story is very clear. In the quote Dr.
Korn talks about making mistakes and sometimes even failing. But whats most
important is that you learn from your mistakes. In the story Thank you M'am
Roger made a serious mistake. He tried to steal Mrs. Jones purse in order to buy
shoes for himself. He did not succeed but luckily Mrs. Jones did not report him to
the police. Instead she understood that he didn't have anyone taking care of him.
She took him to her home fed him and talked to him about the mistake he made.
He taught him a valuable lesson: that money he stole would only lead to bad
things. He should work hard and not steal from others in order to get what he
desires.

17. The Road Not Taken
The connection between the quote and poem is very clear. The quote says that
nature had a big influence on Frosts life and the lessons he learned. His writing
was honest and full of meaning. In the poem we see that he uses the forest, leaves
and the environment as a metaphor to a big decision that he has to make in his life.
He uses a lot of details in his writing and describes the forest and its surroundings

in depth. When he describes both paths he says how one is "Grassy and wanted
wear"- he uses this as a metaphor to one of his options in his decision. Also when
he talks about the "Yellow forest" we know that this is taking place in the Fall.
His description of the forest is vivid and very clear.

